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Because the many criminal actions by the Deep State against Matthew Hale have been made
public, it is necessary to present the motive for these crimes as a warning to all freedom loving
Americans:

For many years prior to his unlawful arres! prosecution and imprisonment, Matthew Hale has
been harassed by establishment-types including the Mayor and City Council of his own home
town. Why? Because Matthew Hale has openly defended the white race. ln fact, the infumous
"race card" has denied Mr. Hale's First Amendment rights through actions that included FBI
attempts to prevent his speaking and W engagements. Hale was also denied his law license for
perfectly legal behavior and beliefs about race - none of which involved any threats to or
against any other race!

ln 1992, Matthew Hale became a member of "The Church of the Creator," originally founded in
North Carolina in 1973. Subsequently, in 1996, he was chosen leader of ,The World Church of
the Creator ." ln 2oo2, Hale and his church became involved in a trademark infringement case
with an Oregon group also calling itself, 'The World Church of the Creator.,, The case came to
trial and in that same year, Judge Joan Lefkow ruled in Hale's favor-but a higher court reversed



the decision sending the matter back to Lefkora/s court where Hale hoped to enter an appeat.

Angered by the biased nature of the reversal, Hale, some members of his church and
supporters wanted to picket the homes of those responsible, a time honored civil rights tactic
used by many groups. A man named Evola had "joined" the church and by virture of his
physical size, offered himsetf both as Hale's bodyguard and a source for the addresses of those
being considered for the public demonstrations. Unknown to Hale, Evola was an FBI ,,plant,, paid
$72,000 to "tape" conversations with Hale that would form the basis of a charge of soliciting
the murder of the same Judge Joan Lefkow who had originally ruled in Hale,s favor!

It is essential to understand that to accomplish his "mission" for the FBl, Evola had to offer this
"assassination service" to Hale, a crime called "entrapment!" This is the same crime used to put
Ruby Ridge's Randy Weaver in the FBI's cross-hairs for refusing to wear a wire to record the
meetings of a white separatist group weaver occasionally visited. Weaver was later acquitted of
the "crime" of altering a shotgun paid for by the same ..Evola-type,, agent-but not before
weave/s wife and fourteen year old son had been murdered by government agents.

ln 2003 Hale, returning to Judge Lefkow's court to enter his appeal and was arrested on the
false charge of hiring a "hit man" {agent Evola} to murder Judge Lefkow despite Evola,s tapes
showing that Hale had repeatedly refused this offer! Subsequently, Hale, after a bogus ,.trial,,
lasting about two weeks and despite-or because of-multiple legal improprieties and outright
crimes, was found guilty. A fictional "clerical errof [] allowed the Deep state to use oterrorist
sentencing guidelines" to send Hale to prison for forty years, sixteen of which he has spent in
solitary confinement where he remains to this day.

The crime(s) against Matthew Hale began long ago when, as was his right, he chose a particular
viewpoint and made it public. ln other words, Matthew Hale has been confined for perhaps the
rest of his life because he believed as an American citizen he had the same constitutional
guarantees the rest of us also betieve we have. lf he is condemned to remain incarcerated, We
the People are permitting our own enslavement by the same Deep State that has wrongly
condemned Matthew Hale.
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